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Microstructure evolution and plasticity in Zr-based glass-forming alloys
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The microstructure characteristic scale, in partially devitrified Zr-based glass-forming alloys, is examined in
the light of classical nucleation and growth theory. It is then related to the high-ductility properties of these
materials. Stabilization of the icosahedral phase under addition of isoelectronic elements, as evidenced in
recent experiments, is discussed on a qualitative basis.
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Zr~Cu,Ni!-based multicomponent alloys are characteriz
by both high glass-forming ability and broad supercoole
liquid range. When doped with Ti, or Ag, or Pd~isoelectronic
to, respectively, Zr, Cu, and Ni!, they can be brought to a
partially devitrified, generally metastable, state consisting
spherulitic, icosahedral quasicrystalline grains embedde
the amorphous matrix. The characteristic size of th
depends on composition and thermal treatment.~It has
been known for some time that oxygen impurities a
favor precipitation of the icosahedral phase.! Recently
published examples include: Zr622xTixCu20Ni8Al10 @1#,
Zr57Ti8Nb2.5Cu14Ni11Al7.5 @2#, Zr65Cu7.5Ni10Al7.5Ag10 @3,4#,
Zr65Cu12.5Ni10AL7.5Ag5 @5#, Zr70Ni10M20 (M5Pd, Au, Pt!
@6#, and even Zr70Pd30 @7#.

Such a microstructure in partially devitrified metall
glasses leads to interesting mechanical propertie
specifically, to substantially enhanced ductility@8# ~in addi-
tion to the high strengths that are due to absence of cry
slip in the homogeneous, finely divided, material structur!.

We shall examine and discuss, in turn: nucleation a
growth of quasicrystalline grains, ductility optimization as
function of precipitated volume fraction, and stabilization
icosahedral clusters upon addition of isoelectronic eleme

I. NUCLEATION AND GROWTH

The grain size scales generally in nanometers, or ten
nanometers, on heating above glass temperature and an
ing. This has been interpreted as indicative of phase dec
position in the supercooled liquid@9# or, in the case of very
fine grains, of transient nucleation@10#. In classical nucle-
ation and growth theory@11#, the volume fraction trans
formedz is given by the Avrami relation:

z512exp~2ktn!.

In Ref. @3#, for example,n is about 3.5–3.7, pointing to
homogeneous nucleation with a solid-liquid interfac
controlled growth mechanism.

In a multicomponent system, diffusion and growth is,
course, a complex kinetic process. We shall, however,
sume that it is dominated by a single, effective, therma
activated diffusion coefficientD corresponding to interfacia
attachment-limited growth. Such may be the case, in part
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lar, when a relatively small atom is substituted for a heav
one—as, e.g., Ti for Zr in Refs.@1,2#.

With a free-energy barrier~per unit volume! between
stable and metastable phases, of heightg0, and a supersatu
rationDg, the critical nucleus sizeRc and nucleation barrier
Ec are given~in order of magnitude and for weak supersa
rationsDg!g0) by

Rc5jS g0

DgD , Ec5e0S g0

DgD 2

, FEc5
16p

3

g3

~Dg!2G ,

~1!

with j a molecular length,e0.g0j3, andg the solid-liquid
interfacial tension. The growth rate, in the early stages
essentially constant~this is consistent with experiment, se
e.g., Ref.@4#!:

u5
dR

dt
5~const!3DDc5~const!3Dc exp2

Q

kBT
, ~2!

whereDc (;Dg) is a characteristic difference in compos
tion, related to the chemical potential control parameter
the supersaturated mixture;Q is an Arrhenius activation en
ergy for attachment fluxes and growth. In the compact m
tallic alloys we are considering, the kinetics are sluggish a
Q is large~the high compacity arises, in large part, from t
variety of different atomic sizes!. For example, in
Zr65Cu7.5Ni10Al7.5Ag10 @3,4#: Q.400 kJ mol21.

The nucleation rateI n is the current of viable nuclei in
size space. As such, it obeys a Fokker-Planck equation

I n5 f Ṙ2B
] f

]R
,

where f (R) is the equilibrium distribution of nuclei andB a
diffusion coefficient in size space. AndI n goes as

I n;D f c , f c5~const!3exp2
Ec

kBT
, ~3!

giving the familiar time-temperature-transformation relatio

I n5~const!3exp2
Ec1Q

kBT
. ~4!
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Ec is large near liquidus, and usually smaller thanQ at sub-
stantial supercoolings.

Coming back to the volume fractionz of the primary crys-
tallization, icosahedral phase, we may write,

z~ t !5E
0

t

~ I ndt8!
4p

3
@u~ t2t8!#3, ~5!

or, in order of magnitude:z(t);I nu3t4. In principle the
transformation ends att5t* , when z.1. Recall however
that the primary, quasicrystalline phase is usually metasta
and its growth may be blocked by intergrain elastic inter
tions ~experimentally, after sufficient annealing,z may satu-
rate to values between, typically, 10 and 80%!. A clear ten-
dency to growth deceleration and grain-size leveling
usually observed~see e.g. Ref.@4#. In small nanometric
grains, this probably signals particular stability of icosah
dral clusters with such sizes~see Sec. III below!. From Eq.
~5!, the microstructure scale is given, again in order of m
nitude, by

Rmax[R* ;ut* ;S u

I n
D 1/4

; t* ;~u3I n!21/4 ~6!

~and, due to the weak exponent1
4 , the exact value ofzmax

does not matter much!.
One simple test would provide much insight: measu

simultaneously,I n , u and R* over the Zr-based family
wheneverR* scales withu andu with I n

21/3 as composition
is varied, the classical model should provide a reasona
first approximation for nucleation and growth. I
Zr65Cu7.5Ni10Al7.5M10 (M5Ag, Pd! for example, substitu-
tion of 10% Ag or Pd boosts the nucleation rateI n from 1016

to 1020 m23 s21, while the initial grain-growth rateu de-
creases from about 1028 to 1029 m s21 @4#. R* , then,
should scale essentially asu.

Given the large value ofQ, changes inu due to changes in
composition are likely to be driven by small changes in
tivation energyQ. At a given characteristic annealing tem
perature (T5700 K @4#!, a one order-of-magnitude decrea
in u upon substituting 10% Ag or Pd, requires only abo
12 kJ mol21 increase inQ: DQ.3%Q. Conversely, the
four order-of-magnitude increase in nucleation rate clea
calls for a substantial reduction in nucleation barrierEc .
This makes sense: adding Ag or Pd stabilizes the icosahe
‘‘i’’ phase; that is, at a given supersaturation levelDg, free-
energy barrierg0 and interfacial tensiong are reduced, lead
ing through Eq.~1! to a smallerEc .

Similar considerations should probably apply to stabiliz
tion of the i phase upon substitution of Zr by small amoun
of Ti in ZrxCu12xNiyAl alloys @1# ~see Sec. III!. Primary
quasicrystallization occurs at progressively lower tempe
tures, with a progressively finer microstructure, as the t
nium concentration increases. Why, in the present simpli
picture for nucleation and growth—whereR* ;u;exp
2(Q/T)—should the activation energyQ become larger upon
adding more of the smaller Ti atoms? In fact, the latter fi
their way, relatively rapidly compared to Zr atoms, to sta
sites in icosahedral clusters, thereby stabilizing thei phase
02160
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itself ~which indeed is absent when titanium is absent@1#!.
But then, above some small Ti concentration~smaller than
3% @1#!, collective rearrangements become somewhat m
difficult and attachment kinetics slows down upon addi
more titanium:Q increases and the microstructure size d
creases.

To sum up, we have argued that the microstructures
served in Zr-based multicomponent alloys might be qual
tively understood along the lines of classical nucleation a
growth. It is natural that thei phase, albeit metastable, ten
to show up in primary crystallization since icosahedral sho
range order is present in the densely-packed underco
molten, and quenched-amorphous, phases. In large gr
formed upon heating and annealing, the resulting quasic
talline phase is chemically disordered and, therefore, crys
lographically distorted; it can accommodate significant loc
composition variations@2#. Selected isoelectronic atomi
species such as Ti, Pd, or Ag substituted in the alloy, m
stabilize icosahedral short-range order in the liquid a
therefore, lower the energy minima of corresponding co
figurations in the potential-energy landscape of the dis
dered system—the so-called inherent structures@12#. As we
shall argue in Sec. III, this will tend to stabilize the primar
precipitation icosahedral phase and lead, progressively
smaller, better-orderedi grains. Quantitatively, the problem
is immensely more complex than whatever picture of it t
classical nucleation model might provide us with. Noneth
less, such a picture seems to be compatible with what exp
ment tells us about microstructural sizes or nucleation
growth rates in these systems.

II. DUCTILITY OPTIMIZATION

Let us turn our attention now to the connection betwe
microstructure and plasticity. Very finei cluster sizes have
been observed in Zr60Cu20Al10Pd10: R* ;1 –2 nm~at inter-
mediate volume fractionz), by Fan and Inoue@8#. The au-
thors have demonstrated, at nanocrystalline volume frac
z5z* 525%, a plastic-strain peak under compression:ep

max

5424.5% (ep is 2% atz57% and vanishes atz570%).
For such small clusters, the Kelton model@10# for transient
nucleation may be relevant. It predicts, around each prec
tated nanocrystal~here, icosahedral cluster!, a sort of halo
that—due to redissolution—is richer than the parent am
phous phase in crystal-forming elements. These ‘‘ha
zones are densely populated~same volume fraction, and ap
proximate size, as the clusters themselves!. Each one of them
however should be, for compositional reasons, somew
less compactthan the randomly close-packed parent phas

The halo zones, then, bring localfree volumeto the sys-
tem and—since they are structurally less stable than thi
clusters—they therefore enhance its potential for plastic
formation. It is reasonable to expect that:~i! under mechani-
cal stress, shear bands will be nucleated, and pinned, at t
zone sites—thus preventing brittle fracture, even under t
sile stress;~ii ! at a given annealing temperature, there will
an optimum nanocrystallite volume fractionz* that will lead,
after quenching to room temperature, to maximum ductili
below z* the halo zones surrounding every cluster are
2-2
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large enough to provide maximum inelastic shear strain,ed
in ;

abovez* they are large but less efficient as their composit
goes closer@10# to the parent-phase average composit
~thereby increasing their compacity!, and this loss in effi-
ciency is aggravated by the fact that the zones start to o
lap or interfere with one another. Within this picture, t
experimental findingz* .25% @8# seems quite realistic.

It is possible, however, to go a little farther byidentifying
the halo zones in partially devitrified metallic glasses w
the so-called shear transformation zones recently introdu
and discussed by Falk and Langer@13#, in the context of
dynamic fracture. These objects arebistable, microscopic,
disordered regions within an amorphous matrix, with char
teristic volumeVz and equilibrium number densityn` , that
can switch under externalshear stressss back and forth
between two structural arrangements (6) differing by an
increment in plastic local shear strain:De. ~Note that, in this
model, they can also be created or annihilated under st
contrary to the halo zones that are attached to nanocry
clusters; this allows proper assignment of yield stress
plastic flow.! The required excess free volume for a1→2
transition is of the form,

DV* ~ss!5V0* exp2
ss

m̄
,

where V0* is a molecular volume andm̄ an internal shear
modulus somewhat smaller than a typical plastic-yield str
sy[s̄. With these ingredients, the authors were able to w
down rate equations forn6 , the number densities of shea
transformation zones~STZ! in the 6 states.~These rates are
governed by the ratessės

in at which irreversible work is done
on the system!. In typical situations for simple amorphou
solids, described and simulated within a Lennard-Jo
model, they found:

n`VzDe;6%,

which is realistic as this dimensionless quantity represe
the total strain one gets if all STZ switch together in t
same direction (n`Vz is the STZ volume fraction in the sys
tem!.

It is interesting to note thatn`VzDe also provides a mea
sure for maximum plastic shear strain before failure, that
for ductility: the yield stresss̄ marks the crossover betwee
static deformation and plastic flow~which of course eventu
ally leads to failure!; close to yield, the final inelastic shea
strain is given approximately by~see Ref.@13#!:

es
in5

1

2
~n`VzDe!ln

2

12~ss /s̄ !
. ~7!

For ss50.9s̄, this amounts to:es
in. 3

2 (n`VzDe). With the
parameter values chosen in the model system of Ref.@13#,
this gives:es

in59%, twice the valuees
max54 –4.5% as mea-

sured under compressive stress in Zr60Cu20Al10Pd10 @8# ~re-
call that, under uniaxial stress, uniaxial strain is significan
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smaller than the corresponding, (p/4)-deviatoric, shear
strain!. As mentioned above, an optimal nanocrystal volu
fractionz* will maximize (n`VzDe) which is the product of
volume fraction (n`Vz) and efficiency (De) of plastically
active zones. Within the present picture one gets: (n`Vz)

opt

5z* .25%, corresponding~since z* De;6%) to an aver-
age increment in local shear strain, in each bistable pla
zone, of typically:De.0.25—which seems to make sense

Thus, the high-ductility levels, characteristic of partial
devitrified multicomponent alloys, can be understood on
semiquantitative basis, inasmuch as the ‘‘halo’’ nanoregio
that surround individual quasicrystalline clusters, and end
the disordered system with extra free volume, may be c
sidered as shear transformation zones.

III. STABILIZATION OF ICOSAHEDRAL CLUSTERS

Short-range icosahedral order in the undercooled liqu
and quenched amorphous solid, is favored in the comp
systems we are considering, as this cluster symmetry m
mizes the area over volume ratio. In this section we addr
the following question: given that short-range orderi
~SRO! in the liquid provides a template@14# for the nucle-
ation of precipitated grains in the annealed solid, in wh
measure can we expect small amounts of substituted,
lected isoelectronic species to control the appearance,
and stability of quasicrystalline grains formed within th
amorphous matrix under subsequent heating@e.g., in a dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry run~DSC!#? We shall concen-
trate on the well-documented system Zr622xTixCu20Ni8Al10
~see Ref.@1#!.

In this particular system, thei phase is absent forx50
and the only precipitated phases are cubic NiZr2 and tetrag-
onal CuZr2. For 1 –2%,x,5 –7%, primary precipitation is
icosahedral, with better stability and smaller grains asx in-
creases. This indicates that titanium enhances SRO and
clusters are Tirich in the liquid as well as solid phases
Already atx55%, the higher DSC exothermic peak seem
to be eliminated, at least for rapid quenches. Finally, ther
a remarkablyfastdecrease in grain size, from 50–100 nm
x53% to 5 nm atx55%, and&3 nm atx57.5% @1#.

Let us call N the number of atoms in the icosahedr
building-block clusters that are nucleated from the meltv
their average valence, andX the fraction of Ti atoms substi
tuted for Zr within these clusters. Icosahedral symmetry
compatible with different sizes, internal structures, a
chemical decorations of thesei clusters.X is large, as we
have seen, and this may be understood from the rela
smallness of Ti atoms, which helps overcome exclud
volume effects and is likely to lead to an increase inN. At
small overall compositionsx, X is an increasing function o
x—at least up to some valuex0. For every type of elemen
tary i building block, there is a ‘‘magic’’ numberM such that
when Nv5M , then thei cluster shows particular stability
due to itsinertness~cf. rare gases, or saturated molecule!.
For alkali-atom clusters such as Nan , and in a jellium-cluster
model, the magic series is:M52, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, 92
. . . @15#. For instance, Al12C ~or Al13

2 ) that has 40 valence
electrons, forms a stable, closed-shell configurati
2-3
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1s2 1p6 1d102s2 1 f 142p6. Al13 clusters, in contrast, with 39
electrons each, are strongly reactive~with, e.g., oxygen!: see
Ref. @15#. Similar considerations hold for larger blocks su
as, for example, the Mackay pseudo-icosahedron~MPI!
which is a compact, almost spherical cluster of 51 ato
(N551) and, in the case of the stable AlxPdzMn quasicrys-
tal, its inert configuration corresponds toM592 ~i.e. average
valencev.1.8). In this case it has been shown~see, e.g.,
@16# and references therein! that, for some small deviationd
from the latter value, the stablei phase grows from the el
ementary MPI’s according to anexpansionsymmetry~with
expansion factors that are irrational, Fibonacci-like nu
bers!. The elementary MPI is about 1 nm in size, the seco
‘‘generation’’ about 4 nm, the third 18 nm, etc. Note th
such a sequence is, away from strict stoichiometric con
tions, likely to be interrupted rather early in view of kinet
limitations due to the size of elementary units.

Let us now come back to our Zr~Ti!-based system. There
both N and, hence,M depend onX ~and on the electronic
structure of the embedding amorphous matrix!. The balance
equation, for total valence, writes:

N~X!v5M „N~X!…1d, ~8!
s.

n

n

ai

tt

02160
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where d, the shift relative to the relevant magic numb
M (X), accounts for cluster reactivity andi grain growth.

We argue that, at smallx and X, the elementary cluster
are poorly stable and strongly reactive, leading to relativ
large grains~with many defects, in all likelihood!. Upon in-
crease inx andX, cluster stability increases and cluster rea
tivity ~as measured byd) decreases. If we assume thatd
goes to zero atx5x0 (;5 –7%, as we have seen!, then the
grain size should reduce to the ‘‘magic-cluster’’ siz
(;2 nm), withX5Xmax5X(x0), for x.x0. Such a picture
is comforted by the experimental results of Xinget al. @1#.
The almost abrupt decrease in grain size betweenx53%
~50–100 nm! and x55% (.5 nm), suggests that, in thi
composition range, it is energetically favorable for the
ementary icosahedral units to switch to a finer size; so thaN,
M, andd all jump to lower values there, analogous to, say
M592→M558 jump in the jellium model.

Clearly, many more experimental data~especially as to
small-grain chemical composition! will be necessary before
strong support can be brought to this line of reasoning. T
latter, however, is sufficiently flexible to be adaptable
other systems than just Zr(Ti)CuxNi12xAl.
pl.
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